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Abstract

The growth of the Web is the most influential factor that contributes to the in-
creasing importance of text retrieval and filtering systems. On one hand, the Web is
becoming more and more multilingual, and on the other hand users themselves are be-
coming increasingly polyglot. In this context, platforms for intelligent information access
as search engines or recommender systems need to evolve to deal with this increasing
amount of multilingual information. This paper proposes a content-based recommender
system able to generate cross-lingual recommendations. The idea is to exploit user pref-
erences learned in a given language, to suggest item in another language. The main
intuition behind the work is that, differently from keywords which are inherently lan-
guage dependent, concepts are stable across different languages, allowing to deal with
multilingual and cross-lingual scenarios. We propose four knowledge-based strategies to
build concept-based representation of items, by relying on the knowledge contained in
two knowledge sources, i.e. Wikipedia and BabelNet. We learn user profiles by leveraging
the different concept-based representations, in order to define a cross-lingual recommen-
dation process. The empirical evaluation carried out on two state of the art datasets,
DBbook and Movielens, shows that concept-based approaches are suitable to provide
cross-lingual recommendations, even though there is not a clear advantage of using one
of the different proposed representations. However, it emerges that most of the times
the approaches based on BabelNet outperform those based on Wikipedia, which clearly
shows the advantage of using a native multilingual knowledge source.
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1. Introduction

In 1998, 70% of the content on the Web was in English [35]. Nowadays about 45%
of the websites provides content in a language different from English and the number
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of non-English pages is rapidly growing1. In the past, multilingual websites were in
a small number due to the high costs of development and maintenance. Companies
could hardly afford those costs also because the number of non-English Internet users
was really small and the potential revenues did not justify the required investments
[49]. However, the rapid growing of non-English Internet users is changing that scenario.
In a recent statistics updated on June 30, 2015, users with the largest growth of the
Internet use in the period from 2000 to 2015 are Arabic speakers (+6,091%), Russian
speakers (+3,227%), Chinese speakers (+2,080%), whereas English speakers (+505%),
Germans speakers (+204%), and Japanese speakers (+144%) occupy the last positions2.
Accordingly, we can state that the Web is becoming more and more multilingual, with
the top websites, such as Bing, Google, Wikipedia, etc., offering their content in hundreds
of languages.

Another relevant aspect is that users themselves are becoming increasingly polyglot,
i.e. people are increasingly proficient in more than one language [48]. It has been
estimated that more than half of the world population is bilingual [22], while statistics
about language education in the European Union (in 2012) show that on average 94.5%
of secondary education pupils now learn English in general programs, and 50.6% learn
two or more languages3.

According to this scenario, platforms for intelligent information access as search en-
gines or recommender systems need to evolve in order to effectively deal with this in-
creasing amount of multilingual information. Indeed, information retrieval (IR) systems
may allow to retrieve relevant results in a language different from that used to issue the
query, while information filtering (IF) systems may suggest interesting items in a lan-
guage different from that the user explicitly used to express her interests. This problem
is known in the literature as Cross-lingual Information Access.

This clearly motivates the need for efficient and effective IF and IR techniques that
cross the boundaries of languages. In that context, we must face with the so-called vo-
cabulary mismatch problem [50], i.e. relevant documents might potentially be judged as
irrelevant due to a low textual overlap between query and document, or interesting items
might be judged not interesting due to the low overlap between the user profile and the
item descriptions. An extreme case of the vocabulary mismatch problem arises in settings
where relevant (interesting) documents are written in other languages than the one of
the query (user profile) [47]. One way to overcome the language barrier is to focus on the
concepts associated to words, i.e. their meaning. The meaning of words is inherently mul-
tilingual, since concepts remain the same across different languages, while words used to
describe those concepts in each specific language change. A concept-based representation
of items and user profiles could represent an effective way to have a language-independent
representation, which could act as a bridge among different languages.

In this paper, we investigate whether a concept-based representation is an effec-
tive strategy to provide language-independent representations of items and user profiles,
which in turn allows an effective cross-lingual content-based recommendation process.

In this paper we aim at answering to the following research questions:

1w3techs.com/technologies/overview/content_language/all
2www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm
3ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Foreign_language_learning_
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• R1: Are knowledge-based strategies able to face the content-based cross-lingual
recommendation problem?

• R2: Are concept-based representations able to provide effective content-based
cross-lingual recommendations compared to translation-based approaches?

• R3: Are knowledge-based representations effective to provide content-based cross-
lingual recommendations when limited textual content is available?

To answer to these questions, we have performed an in-depth experimental evaluation
on two state of the art datasets, i.e. DBbook and MovieLens, in order to assess the
effectiveness of the cross-lingual recommendations by taking into account concept-based
representations obtained by leveraging two different knowledge sources, i.e. Wikipedia
and BabelNet [38], different languages, and item descriptions of different length. The
results show that concept-based approaches which abstract from surface representations
are suitable for cross-lingual scenarios. A clear advantage of using one of the proposed
approaches did not emerge, although the use of a native multilingual knowledge source
such as BabelNet often leads to better results with respect to the use of Wikipedia.
Furthermore, processing shorter item descriptions leads to better results as well.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work, while Sec-
tion 3 describes the cross-lingual content based recommendation process. The adopted
knowledge-based strategies to build language independent concept-based representations
are described in Section 4. Finally, experimental results are shown in Section 5, and the
conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Multilingual Information Access (MLIA) and Cross-Lingual Information Access (CLIA)
are the most relevant tasks for the research presented in this work. MLIA is defined as
the problem of accessing, querying and retrieving information from collections in any
language and at any level of specificity [42]. MLIA incorporates CLIA, which refers to
technologies used for accessing a data collection in a target language l2, by using a source
language l1, where l1 �= l2. MLIA and CLIA have been widely investigated in the lit-
erature, in particular in the Ontology Matching and IR research areas. To the best of
our knowledge, the topic of Cross-Lingual and Multilingual Information Filtering has not
been properly investigated in the literature yet. However, it is known that Information
Filtering and Information Retrieval have common roots [5] and for this reason in this
Section we start to analyze researches related to Cross-Language Information Retrieval
(CLIR).

The literature on CLIR is very rich. Two main categories of approaches can be
identified: translation-based approaches and concept-based ones.

2.1. Translation-based approaches
Most research activities address CLIR by performing a preliminary translation pro-

cess, which can concern the document collection [40] or more simply the query [11]. In
the first case, the whole collection is translated in all the languages the query can be
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formulated in. The main advantage of this approach is that there is no speed penalty
caused by translation at query time. However, this solution is really time consuming
and might be necessary to periodically redone due to the evolution of the translation
algorithms over the years. Furthermore, any document-translation approach requires to
define in advance the languages in which the query can be formulated and, in addition,
to store all the translated versions of the collection. The second approach consists in
translating the query in the languages used for representing the documents. The query
is translated on-the-fly and that entails performance penalty. The major problem is the
sense disambiguation: the query is usually short, hence the correct translation of each
term is a complex task. However, the user could be capable of understanding the trans-
lation of the query, and correct it before the use [39]. This approach demonstrates a
higher flexibility with respect to the document-translation approach.

Several researchers compared the two approaches by using the same translation tool.
In [17], query and document translation approaches are compared using the IBM trans-
lation based system, but a clear advantage of an approach with respect to another did
not emerge. McCarley [31] demonstrated that the effectiveness is more influenced by
the translation direction (e.g. Italian-to-English, English-to-Italian) rather than the de-
cision of translating queries or documents. That result demonstrates that a crucial role
is played by the translation process.

In the meanwhile, machine translation algorithms have drastically improved their
performance. Statistical Machine Translation algorithms proved to be more effective
with respect to other approaches (e.g. rule-based) [41] and are now widely adopted by
the major machine translation tools (e.g. Google Translate4, Microsoft Translator5).
Accordingly, bilingual experiments of CLEF 20096 obtained an effectiveness up to 99%
of monolingual baseline, mostly using the Google Translate service [42].

In this article we evaluated translation-based approaches for providing cross-lingual
recommendations. More specifically, we employed Bing7 to bridge the gap between dif-
ferent languages. The translation-based approach has been combined with concept-based
approaches described in the next section.

2.2. Concept-based approaches
A third translation-based approach exploits a pivot language [46, 21] to obtain a

common document representation. In that case, a direct translation from the source
language to the target one is not performed, but the two languages are represented in a
third common language (e.g. English). This model is very similar to the concept-based
approach adopted for CLIR. Indeed, in the concept-based CLIR the source and target
languages are translated in a third representation that is generally based on a set of
concepts.

Concept-based approaches can adopt implicit and explicit concept models. The most
prominent implementations of implicit concept models are Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) [12] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6]. Both LSI and LDA perform a

4https://translate.google.com/
5http://www.microsoft.com/translator/
6http://www.clef-initiative.eu/edition/clef2009
7http://www.microsoft.com/translator/
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dimensionality reduction of the document space and the reduced dimensions are the im-
plicit concepts used for indexing new documents. LSI and LDA are exploited for facing
CL retrieval tasks [27]. Approaches based on implicit models require a training dataset
in order to learn the model. On the other side, explicit concept models exploit concepts
whose semantics is explicitly defined. In [47], Sorg et al. propose Cross-Language Explicit
Semantic Analysis (CL-ESA) that exploits a semantic representation based on concepts
defined by humans. Their approach represents text fragments (e.g. queries, documents)
using Wikipedia entries as concepts. The Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) technique
[18], on which CL-ESA is based, was originally adopted for classification tasks and for
computing semantic relatedness between text fragments. The idea underlying CL-ESA is
to represent a text fragment in terms of Wikipedia concepts (as ESA already does) and
then switching from a language to another by exploiting cross-language links between
Wikipedia articles in different languages. Accordingly, given a Wikipedia-based repre-
sentation, it is straightforward to shift from one language to another. In [8], CL-ESA
was compared to approaches based on latent models (LSI and LDA) and showed similar
results, even though implicit models need to be trained. The ESA-based representation
has also been exploited for a CLIR task characterized by very short documents [36]. In
that work the authors combined a translation-based model with a concept-based one.
First, all document collections are translated in a pivot language (i.e. English), then the
translated text is represented in terms of English Wikipedia concepts. This hybrid model
showed better performance than CL-ESA, probably due to the shortness of the available
documents, and resulted to be effective on six different European languages, compared
to a simpler translation-based model exploiting only keywords.

In [16] a method for solving Cross-Lingual Question Answering based on Wikipedia
and EuroWordNet is proposed. The idea is to use several multilingual knowldge sources
to reference words between languages without any translation process. The idea is very
similar to those proposed in this work, even though it is applied for addressing a different
task.

In this article we exploited different adaptations of ESA for facing the cross-lingual
recommendation task. We also compared the ESA-based approaches to other approaches
based on entity-linking algorithms (e.g. Tagme, Babelfy) based on Wikipedia.

2.3. Multilingual and Cross-Lingual Information Filtering
To the best of our knowledge, very few research on Multilingual and Cross-Lingual IF

is available in the literature. An attempt to define an effective multilingual IF system is
proposed in [44]. The system is based on the fuzzy set theory. The content of multilingual
documents is represented using a set of universal content-based topic profiles, encapsu-
lating all feature variations among multiple languages. Using the co-occurrence statistics
of a set of multilingual terms extracted from a parallel corpus (collection of documents
containing identical text written in multiple languages), fuzzy clustering is applied to
group semantically-related multilingual terms to form topic profiles. The basic intuition
is that translated versions of the same text are linguistic variants of the same topic(s),
hence, multilingual terms that co-occur in the corresponding translated documents are
semantically related to the same topic(s). The main disadvantage of this approach is the
need of a significant parallel corpus.
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The Multilingual IF task at CLEF 20098 has introduced the issues related to the cross-
language representation in the area of IF. Damankesh et al. [10] proposed the application
of the theory of Human Plausible Reasoning (HPR) to the domain of filtering and cross
language IR. The developed system utilizes plausible inferences to infer new unknown
knowledge from existing knowledge to retrieve not only documents that match the query
terms, but also those which are plausibly relevant.

In [29], the authors proposed an approach to build a model of user interests based
on word senses rather than words. The approach relies on MultiWordNet9 to perform
Word Domain Disambiguation and to create synset-based multilingual user profiles, and
it has been shown to be effective for news filtering. A similar approach is presented in
[28], in which the authors proposed a multilingual content-based recommender system
exploiting a semantic representation based on MultiWordNet. Differently from [29],
a WSD algorithm has been adopted to obtain a concept-based representation, which
showed an accuracy comparable to monolingual suggestions.

In a recent work [43] the authors propose an ontology-based multilingual recom-
mender system using data coming from the Linked Open Data to generate multilingual
recommendations in the movie domain. However, the basic idea is to create connections
between versions of a given movie on different languages, and not to natively generate
cross-lingual recommendations.

Also the adoption of alternative techniques for dimensionality reduction in the areas
of monolingual and multilingual IF is relatively new. The use of dimensionality reduction
techniques which do not need factorization, such as Random Indexing [25], coupled with
the so-called distributional hypothesis [23] to build language-independent user profiles,
has been investigated in [33]. According to the distributional hypothesis, the meaning
of a word is determined by the rules of its usage, i.e. words are semantically similar
to the extent that they share contexts (e.g. surrounding words, sentences, documents).
The power of distributional approaches is that two terms, in different languages are
similar because they share the same context, and this allows to obtain performance of
recommendations in a multilingual environment similar to that obtained through WSD
[33].

2.4. Recommender Systems
Since this work focuses on a content-based multilingual recommendation process, in

the following we provide the basic concepts about the main paradigms to implement
recommender systems, and how they deal with the multilingual and cross-lingual recom-
mendation process.

Recommender systems are IF techniques which provide personalized suggestions about
items the user might find interesting, by matching items to the user profile. The recom-
mendation problem has been studied extensively, and two main paradigms have emerged:

• collaborative filtering [13], which exploits the users’ rating style to identify users
whose preferences are similar to a given user (neighbors) and recommend items
they have liked;

8http://www.clef-campaign.org/2009.html
9http://multiwordnet.fbk.eu/
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• content-based filtering [19], which analyzes a set of documents, usually textual
descriptions of items previously rated as relevant by a user, builds a profile of user
interests based on the features (usually words) describing the items, and exploits
that profile to recommend new relevant items.

In principle, collaborative filtering is inherently cross-lingual, since it does not rely on
the content of items for providing recommendations, but solely on the users’ rating style,
i.e. set of ratings provided by users on items. However, collaborative filtering systems
can not be applied in those scenarios where there is a rapid turnover of the recommend
items and consequently the new item problem is particularly relevant (e.g. the news
recommendation). Indeed, the similarity between users on which collaborative filtering
systems are based on, is only computable if they have common rated items. Hence,
content-based recommender systems (CBRS) could be adopted, even though traditional
CBRS adopt a keyword-based representation for both user profiles and item descriptions.
This represents a problem due to the strict connection with the user language: for ex-
ample, an English user frequently interacts with information written in English, so her
profile of interests mainly contains English terms. In order to receive suggestions of items
whose textual description is in a different language, she must explicitly give her prefer-
ences on items in that specific language. This means that the information already stored
in the user profile cannot be exploited to provide suggestions for items whose description
is provided in other languages, although they share some common features (i.e. an Ital-
ian and an English movie might share the same features, but their plots are written in
different languages). This refers to the extreme case of the vocabulary mismatch problem
described in Section 1. A proposal that do not exploit content neither user ratings and
could be exploited in a multilingual scenario is proposed in [30]. However, the approach
requires information about the user trust that is not always easy to catch.

In this paper we focus on the use of CBRS leveraging concept-based representations
of items and user profiles as a way of providing an effective cross-lingual recommendation
process.

3. Cross-lingual Content-based Recommendation

The recommendation process is defined in the literature as the maximization of a
utility function that estimates the usefulness (usually expressed by a rating) of an item
for a given user [1].

More formally, given a utility function U : C × S → R, where C is the set of users, S
is the set of items, and R is a totally ordered set, the recommendation process is defined
as follows [1]:

∀c ∈ C, s�c = argmaxs∈S(c, s) (1)

Then, for each user c ∈ C, the recommender chooses such item s�c ∈ S that maximizes
the user utility. In case the system is a monolingual content-based recommender, the
user preferences in the profile c are expressed in the same language of the items s ∈ S.
Conversely, if the system is a cross-lingual content-based recommender, the problem
is more complex than the monolingual case, since there is another argument l to be
considered, which represents the language. Let L be the set of languages the system
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Figure 1: High level architecture of a Content-based Recommender

deals with, let l1 ∈ L be the language of the preferences in the user profile, and let l2 be
the language of the recommended items, with l1 �= l2, the utility function becomes:

∀cl1 ∈ C, s�cl1 = argmaxsl2∈S(cl1 , sl2) (2)

Hence, the problem the cross-lingual recommender system has to face is the recommen-
dation of an item s�cl1 in a language l2 different from the language l1 of the user profile.

In order to understand which components of a content-based recommender system
are involved in the cross-lingual recommendation process, in Figure 1 the high level ar-
chitecture of a content-based recommender system is reported [19]. The recommendation
process is performed as follows: the Content Analyzer represents items (e.g. product
descriptions) in a structured form using specific features (keywords, n-grams, concepts,
etc); the Profile Learner collects data representative of the user preferences in or-
der to automatically build a profile of the user interests; the Filtering Component
exploits the user profile to suggest relevant items by matching the profile representation
against that of items to be recommended.

We address the problem of learning user profiles using Machine Learning techniques
[19]. A set of items S = {s1, . . . , sn} is labeled by a specific user with relevance judgments
(binary or in a discrete scale) that indicate her degree of interest (i.e. the utility) in
those items. Each item si, represented by a set of features and coupled with its relevance
judgment, is treated as a single datapoint, and a set of datapoints can be used for
training purposes. This allows to learn a function to predict the relevance judgment of
new unknown items, namely the utility function.

More formally, let xi = φ(si), where φ is a feature extractor and xi is a m-dimensional
vector. Let TR = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} be a set of item representations and their
associated relevance ratings yi ∈ Y . In our recommendation scenario, relevance is 1 for
the items interesting to that user and 0 for all the other items. TR is used to train a
classification model.
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It is evident the language-dependent nature of such a process when using keywords
as features to represent items, which leads to the induction of user profiles in terms of
those features. As a consequence, the recommender is only able to suggest other items
in which those specific features explicitly occur, and this does not allow multi- and cross-
lingual recommendations. We can now declare that the only component impacted by the
cross-lingual extension of a content-based recommender system is the Content Analyzer.
Hence, the item representation plays a crucial role in a cross-lingual content-based rec-
ommendation scenario. Therefore, in the next sections we focus our attention on different
content representation exploitable for facing the cross-lingual content-based recommen-
dation process. To this purpose, in this work we adopted different implementations of φ,
which allow to represent items using different kinds of features:

• simple keywords;

• concepts extracted from Wikipedia;

• concepts extracted from BabelNet.

Among different classification methods which could be used to learn user profiles, we
adopted Random Forests (RF) [7], already proved to be effective in other recommendation
scenarios [4]. RF combines different tree predictors built using different samples of the
training data (extracted with replacement from the whole training set) and random
subsets of the data features. The class of an item is determined by the majority voting
of the classes returned by the individual trees. The use of different samples of the data
from the same distribution and of different sets of features for learning the individual
decision trees prevent the overfitting.

The cross-lingual recommendation process can be also viewed as a particular case of
cold start problem. Indeed we can easily identify the new item problem and the new
user problem. The new item problem is quite similar to the monolingual scenario, thus
a content-based approach can effectively address it. The situation is more complex when
the new item problem is associated to the new user problem. In this case the situation is
different from the monolingual scenario, since it includes also the case in which the user
profile is partially in cold start, namely it contains only preferences in the language l1,
and the user would receive recommendations in a language l2, with l1 �= l2. For better
understand the problem, we propose a typical use case.

Anna is an Italian manager who regularly spends some time in Paris. She loves
to watch movies at home or at cinema in her spare time. She uses a platform that
recommends movies according to her preferences and past viewings and she is really
satisfied by the service provided. Her profile is mostly composed of Italian movies,
since she mainly uses the platform in her country. When she is abroad, she likes to go
to cinema, but the systems suggests her Italian movies since her user profile contains
only Italian features. Hence, according to the previous definition, we can state that
the Anna’s profile is in cold start for the French language and she could benefit from
cross-lingual recommendations. Furthermore, it is not easy to find French versions of
the suggested Italian movies since Italian and French editions come out in different time.
Therefore, she would like to have a system able to recommend new French movies (new
item problem) according to her Italian movie preferences. This is a typical use case where
a recommender system able to exploit information stored in the user profile in a given
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language for recommending new items in another language can be very useful. This
scenario can be effectively addressed by the cross-lingual content-based recommender
system described in the previous section.

4. Knowledge-based Strategies to build Concept-based Item Representations

The use of external knowledge sources can be useful to better understand the informa-
tion items (documents, news, product descriptions) and to extract meaningful features
in order to have better representations.

Among unstructured knowledge sources, Wikipedia emerges as the most used one for
several tasks [14, 24], since it is free and covers many domains, it is very accurate [20]
and available in several languages. On the other hand, Wikipedia content is available
in textual form written by humans for humans, and needs to be processed for becom-
ing machine processable. The problem of extracting and using knowledge contained in
Wikipedia has been studied by several researchers [9, 18, 15]. Several techniques have
been defined, which exploit the encyclopedic knowledge contained in Wikipedia for se-
lecting the most accurate semantic features to represent the items, or for generating new
semantic features to enrich the item representation.

In this work we compare the effectiveness of four distinct knowledge-based strategies
which exploit different knowledge sources to build concept-based representations, in order
to provide cross-lingual recommendations:

• Tagme – an entity linking algorithm based on Wikipedia (Section 4.1);

• Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) – a method leveraging the unstructured ency-
clopedic knowledge contained in Wikipedia (Section 4.2);

• Babelfy – an integrated approach to entity linking and Word Sense Disambiguation
based on BabelNet (Section 4.3.1);

• Distributional Lesk-Word Sense Disambiguation and Entity Linking (DL-WSDEL)
– a combination of entity linking and Word Sense Disambiguation based on Babel-
Net (Section 4.3.2).

Table 1: Plot summary for the movie “Rocky”

Title Rocky
Source http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rocky
Plot Sum-
mary

Rocky is a 1976 American sports drama film directed by John G.
Avildsen and both written by and starring Sylvester Stallone. It
tells the rags to riches American Dream story of Rocky Balboa, an
uneducated but kind-hearted debt collector for a loan shark in the
city of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Rocky starts out as a club fighter
who later gets a shot at the world heavyweight championship.

It is worth to note that Babelfy and DL-WSDEL are the only methods based on
the use of a native multilingual knowledge source, i.e. BabelNet, differently from the
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other two methods which are based on Wikipedia, and for which a specific processing to
deal with multilinguality is needed. Another difference is that, differently from the other
techniques, ESA is the only one able to generate new semantic features to enrich item
representations [18].

In order to better explain the different concept-based item representations evaluated
in this work, we will use the plot summary of the movie “Rocky” in Table 1 as a running
example throughout the paper, and we will show how that plot summary is represented
using the above mentioned knowledge sources and techniques.

4.1. Concept-based Representation based on Tagme
Tagme [15] is an entity linking algorithm able to produce a rich and fine-grained

semantic content representation relying on Wikipedia-based features. Entity Linking
(EL) [45] techniques aim to map an input text (typically tokenized in n words, w1 . . . wn)
to k entities (e1 . . . ek, k ≤ n) that are mentioned in it.

Tagme adopts Wikipedia as knowledge base, leading to a broad coverage of the con-
cepts that can be potentially linked. The linking methodology is carried out in three
steps: 1) anchor parsing – to scan the input text to identify all the potential mentions
to entities; 2) anchor disambiguation – to identify the correct entity (i.e. the Wikipedia
page) the anchor actually refers to; and 3) anchor pruning – once the disambiguation is
performed, the final set of anchors is pruned in order to filter out noisy mentions. The
output of the process is a set of entities each of which is provided with a confidence score.
The Tagme representation of the plot summary in Table 1 is reported in Table 2.

Table 2: Tagme-based representation of the plot summary for the movie “Rocky”.

Tagme concepts URL https://en.wikipedia.org
Drama film /wiki/Drama_film
Film director /wiki/Film_director
John G. Avildsen /wiki/John_G._Avildsen
Sylvester Stallone /wiki/Sylvester_Stallone
American Dream /wiki/American_Dream
Rocky Balboa /wiki/Rocky_Balboa
Philadelphia /wiki/Philadelphia
Club fighter /wiki/Club_fighter
World Heavyweight
Championship (WWE) /wiki/World_Heavyweight_Championship_(WWE)

Concept-based representations built exploiting EL algorithms as Tagme could lead to
a language independent representation of items. This is possible since the suffixes used in
Wikipedia pages to refer to named entities (e.g. cities, actors, directors, . . . ) in different
languages are usually the same. For example the English and Italian Wikipedia pages
for Sylvester Stallone are https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sylvester_Stallone and
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sylvester_Stallone, respectively, which allow to
match the concept Sylvester Stallone in different languages. Another possible way to
match concepts in different languages is to leverage the cross-language links between
Wikipedia articles, which allow to refer to the same Wikipedia article (concept) in dif-
ferent languages. The main limitation of Tagme is the availability only in English and
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Italian. Hence, dealing with other languages requires a translation process from a lan-
guage not supported by Tagme into English or Italian.

4.2. Concept-based Representation based on Explicit Semantic Analysis
Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [18] is an approach which leverages Wikipedia to

generate new features for enriching item representation. ESA provides a fine-grained
semantic representation of text documents as a weighted vector of concepts derived from
Wikipedia. Specifically, concepts correspond to Wikipedia articles, such as Woody
Allen, or Apple Inc.. ESA resembles the well known LSA technique [12], whose
representation is based on latent (and not comprehensible) features, rather than explicit
(and comprehensible) concepts derived from Wikipedia (concepts explicitly defined and
manipulated by humans).

The idea behind ESA is to view an encyclopedia as a collection of concepts, each
of which accompanied with a large body of text (the article content). The power of
ESA is the capability of representing the Wikipedia knowledge base in a way that is
directly used by machines. The gist of the technique is to use the high-dimensional space
defined by these concepts in order to represent the meaning of natural language texts.
ESA allows to leverage Wikipedia knowledge by defining relationships between terms
and Wikipedia articles. More formally, given a set of basic concepts C = {c1, c2, ..., cn},
a term t is represented by a vector of weights < w1, w2, ..., wn >, where wi represents
the strength of association between t and ci. The set of concepts C are one by one
associated to documents D = {d1, d2, ..., dn} (the Wikipedia articles). Hence, a sparse
matrix T is built, called ESA-matrix, where each column corresponds to a concept (title
of Wikipedia article), and each row corresponds to a term that occurs in D. The entry
T [i, j] of the matrix represents the TF-IDF of term ti in document dj . Finally, length
normalization is applied to each column to disregard differences in document length.
This allows to define the semantics of a term ti as a point in the n-dimensional semantic
space of Wikipedia concepts. The weighted vector corresponding to a term ti is called
semantic interpretation vector. The semantics of a text fragment < t1, t2, ..., tk > (i.e.
a sentence, a paragraph, an entire document) is obtained by computing the centroid
(average vector) of the semantic interpretation vectors of the individual terms occurring
in the fragment.

The ESA representation of the plot summary in Table 1 is reported in Table 3. It

Table 3: ESA-based representation of the plot summary for the movie “Rocky”.

ESA concepts Description
World Heavyweight Champions The list of heavyweight boxing champions
David Bey A former USBA heavyweight champion who challenged

the legendary Larry Holmes for the world title in 1985
Jack London Real name John George Harper, an English heavyweight boxer
Doug Jones A former American heavyweight boxer
Fight Club (video game) A fighting video game based on the film Fight Club
Super heavyweight In amateur boxing, the super heavyweight division is a a weight

class division for fighters weighing in excess of 91 kilograms
My Love (Celine Dion song) The lead single from Céline Dion’s greatest hits album My Love:

Essential Collection

is worth to notice that ESA is able to generate new knowledge in terms of Wikipedia
concepts which do not directly occur in the plot summary of the movie “Rocky” (Table
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Figure 2: Cross-lingual document representation using ESA

1). At first sight, some concepts seem to be not related to the movie topic (My Love),
but those who have seen Rocky know that the movie narrates the love story between
Rocky and Adrian as well.

Two different ways of using ESA to obtain a language independent document repre-
sentation are possible: translation-based ESA (TR-ESA), and cross-language ESA (CL-
ESA) [8].

In TR-ESA, (Figure 2a) documents in different languages are represented using
Wikipedia concepts in a given unique language, called pivot language. This allows to
provide a common representation of documents in different languages in the same space
of Wikipedia concepts, leading to documents which are thus directly comparable. Texts
in different languages are first translated in the pivot language (e.g. English) and then
semantically-represented using the ESA matrix corresponding to the pivot language.

Conversely, CL-ESA needs an ESA matrix for each language in which documents are
represented (Figure 2b). In order to make the concept-based representations directly
comparable, it is possible to leverage the cross-language links between Wikipedia articles
in different languages. For example, given a Dutch and an Italian document, the former is
represented in terms of Dutch Wikipedia concepts (through the Dutch ESA matrix), and
the latter is represented in terms of Italian Wikipedia concepts (through the Italian ESA
matrix). We could create a direct link between Dutch and Italian Wikipedia concepts
using the cross-language links, or we could create a link of Dutch and Italian Wikipedia
concepts towards concepts of an ESA matrix corresponding to another language, e.g.
English.

4.3. Concept-based Representation based on BabelNet
In this section we introduce BabelNet10 [38], a knowledge resource that offers a multi-

lingual coverage of both lexicographic senses and encyclopedic information by integrating

10http://babelnet.org
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Wikipedia and WordNet11. We also present two strategies based on BabelNet to build
concept-based representations, which could be used to provide cross-lingual recommen-
dations:

• Babelfy12, a novel unified graph-based approach to entity linking and Word Sense
Disambiguation;

• DL-WSDEL[3] which combines WSD based on BabelNet, with a specific model for
named entity discovery.

BabelNet encodes knowledge as a labeled directed graph: nodes are concepts ex-
tracted from WordNet and Wikipedia, i.e. word senses (synsets) available in WordNet,
and encyclopedic entries (Wikipages) extracted from Wikipedia, while edges connecting
the nodes are labeled with semantic relations coming from WordNet, as well as semanti-
cally unspecified relations from hyperlinked text coming from Wikipedia. The resulting
representation in BabelNet is a set of Babel synsets connected through semantic rela-
tions. The first synset comes from Wikipedia, while the second one was collected from
WordNet and belongs to the synonym set {rocky, bouldery, bouldered, stony}. Each
concept is natively associated with a set of lexicalizations in the different languages. For
example, the first sense of the adjective “rocky” is associated to the Spanish “pedregoso,
rocoso”, the German “steinig, felsig”, the Italian “sassoso, petroso, roccioso”, and the Rus-
sian “каменистый, скалистый”. Moreover, each concept is provided with one or more
glosses, preferably in different languages. The gloss, which gives an explanation of the
sense, can be regarded as a defining context for that sense.

The current version of BabelNet (3.6) covers 272 languages, and contains 13.8 millions
Babel synsets and 380 millions of lexico-semantic relations.

4.3.1. Babelfy
Babelfy is a novel, unified graph-based approach to EL, whose output is a bag of

Babel synsets, each identifying in a unique way concepts and named entities in different
languages. Babelfy uses BabelNet 1.1.1 [38] and the details of the techniques are reported
in [32]. An excerpt of the Babelfy synset-based representation of the plot summary in
Table 1 is reported in Table 4.

The main advantage of Babelfy is the unified approach on the two tasks of EL and
WSD in any of the languages covered by the native multilingual semantic network.

4.3.2. Distributional Lesk-Word Sense Disambiguation algorithm
As alternative to Babelfy, we adopted DL-WSDEL [3], an extension of the Distribu-

tional Lesk-Word Sense Disambiguation algorithm (DL-WSD) [2] that combines WSD
based on BabelNet synsets with a specific model for named entity discovery.

In order to produce a Babel synset-based representation of textual content, we need
to distinguish entity mentions from broad concepts (e.g. “Rocky movie” from “stony
meaning”), and generally both named entities and words need to be disambiguated (rocky
as noun has twelve different meanings, while the adjective form is associated with four

11https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
12http://babelfy.org
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Table 4: Babelfy representation of the plot summary for the movie “Rocky”.

Babel Meaning Type Glosses
synsets (in English)
bn:01564901n American sports Named Entity Sports are an important part of the culture of the

US
bn:03688355n drama film Concept Film genre that depends mostly on in-depth devel-

opment of realistic characters dealing with emo-
tional themes

bn:00086865v directed Concept Command with authority
bn:03698290n John G. Named Entity John Guilbert Avildsen is an American film direc-

tor
bn:00085489v written Concept Produce a literary work
bn:00094295v starring Concept Be the star in a performance
bn:03449858n Sylvester Named Entity Sylvester Gardenzio Stallone, nicknamed Sly Stal-

lone, is an American actor, screenwriter and film
director

...

different concepts). DL-WSDEL algorithm consists of two steps: 1) entity recognition –
identification of all possible entities mentioned in a text, associated with a set of possible
meanings, i.e. Babel synsets; 2) WSD – disambiguation of both words and named entities
through the DL-WSD algorithm.

Words and named entities are disambiguated using the distributional Lesk algorithm
[2], which replaces the concept of word overlap, initially introduced by Lesk [26], with
the broader concept of semantic similarity. The novelty of the approach is that the
similarity is computed by representing both the gloss and the context in a Distributional
Semantic Model (DSM). DSMs rely on the distributional hypothesis [23], according to
which “Words that occur in the same contexts tend to have similar meanings”. Hence,
the semantic representation of terms is directly learned according to the way terms are
used in a large corpus of data. In this work we have built a DSM by analyzing the
whole set of pages in the Wikipedia dump of the language for which we want to build
the representation. A word/entity is disambiguated by choosing the sense whose gloss
maximizes the semantic similarity with the word/entity context. The presentation of the
details of the algorithm is out of the scope of the current work and can be found in [3].
The output of DL-WSDEL is a bag of Babel synsets, each identifying in a unique way
concepts and named entities in different languages. We exploited BabelNet 2.5.1 that
covers 50 languages.

The Babel synsets-based representation of the plot summary in Table 1 is reported
in Table 5.

Table 5: Babel synset-based representation of the plot summary for the movie “Rocky”.

Babel synsets Meaning Type Glosses (in English)
bn:03220034n Rocky Named Rocky is a 1976 American sports drama film directed

by John G.
Entity Avildsen and both written by and starring Sylvester

Stallone...
bn:00096963a American Concept Of, from, or pertaining to the USA, its people or its

culture...
bn:00006759n sport Concept Competitive physical activity...
bn:00034471n movie Concept A film, movie.
... ... ... ...
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The main advantage of this approach is the use of a native multilingual knowledge
source, while the main limitation is the need of defining a DSM based on Wikipedia for
each language to deal with.

5. Experimental evaluation

The main goal of the experimental evaluation is to compare the effectiveness of the
different knowledge-based strategies described in Section 4, in order to validate the hy-
pothesis that a concept-based representation of items and user profiles is an effective
strategy to provide cross-lingual recommendations. More specifically, we would like to
test:

1. the performance of the different concept-based representations to produce cross-
lingual recommendations;

2. the influence of the length of the item descriptions on the accuracy of recommen-
dations;

3. the influence of the translation direction (pivot language) on the accuracy of rec-
ommendations.

Experiments are carried out on two datasets, i.e. DBbook and MovieLens, and are
focused on two languages, namely English and Italian.

5.1. Datasets and Evaluation Measures
The DBbook dataset13 comes from the Linked-Open Data-enabled Recommender Sys-

tems challenge and focuses on book recommendations, while MovieLens14 is a widespread
dataset for movie recommendations.

From the original DBbook dataset we kept only those items for which a Wikipedia
page in both English and Italian was available. Hence, we filtered out those users who
provided less than 5 ratings. We obtained a subset of the DBbook dataset containing
2, 362 items, rated by 5, 095 users, who provided 74, 048 ratings (sparsity 99.38%). For
MovieLens the same process leads to a dataset with 90, 096 ratings, provided by 943
users on 1, 235 items (sparsity 92.26%)15. We decided to take into account only binary
ratings. DBbook is already provided with binary ratings, thus no further processing was
needed. On the other side, given that MovieLens preferences are expressed on a 5-point
Likert scale, we deemed as positive those ratings equal to 4 and 5.

Some statistics about the datasets are provided in Table 6.
DBbook is more sparse than MovieLens, along with an average number of ratings per

user significantly lower than that provided by MovieLens users (14.53 vs. 95.54 ratings
on average, 10 vs. 20 as mode). This makes MovieLens more suitable for learning more
accurate content-based user profiles. Both the datasets have a similar balance in terms
of positive and negative ratings.

13http://challenges.2014.eswc-conferences.org/index.php/RecSys#DBbook_dataset
14http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
15The datasets are available for download at the following link:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/u9pj75y2sw3d4gi/AACv9CMQttQ7PVwFtIY5ArtPa?dl=0
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Table 6: Statistics about the datasets.

DBbook MovieLens
Users/Items 5,095 / 2,362 943 / 1,235
Ratings (sparsity) 74,048 (99.38%) 90,096 (92.26%)
Positive Ratings 57.11% 56.40%
Ratings per user: mean 14.53 (σ=5.23) 95.54 (σ=91.16)
Ratings per user: median/mode 14/10 60/20

In order to evaluate the influence of the length of the item descriptions on the accuracy
of recommendations, we considered the whole Wikipedia page describing items, or just
the abstract, i.e. the first paragraph of the Wikipedia page. Table 7 presents the statistics
about the average length of the item descriptions, for both English and Italian. As regards
Tagme, we only kept concepts with a confidence score greater or equal than 0.05, while
for ESA, we adopted multiresolution by taking into account sentences as segments, and
by considering all the concepts generated by ESA for abstracts, and the 10-most-related
concepts for Wikipedia descriptions.

Table 7: Average number of features to represent item descriptions.

Language Represent. DBbook MovieLens
Abstract Wikipedia Abstract Wikipedia

ITA

Keywords 43 266 31 247
Tagme -58% -67% -58% -67%
Cl-Esa >+1,000% +31% >+1,000% +46%
TR-Esa >+1,000% +42% >+1,000% +52%

Dl-Wsdel 0% -8% 0% -8%
Babelfy -63% -75% -55% -76%

ENG

Keywords 59 546 67 581
Tagme -58% -60% -55% -66%
Cl-Esa >+1,000% +31% >+1,000% +46%
TR-Esa >+1,000% +42% >+1,000% +52%

Dl-Wsdel -8% -6% -4% -4%
Babelfy -54% -70% -48% -70%

The average length of item descriptions in the two datasets is comparable, and English
descriptions are longer than Italian ones, especially for Wikipedia. Tagme and Babelfy
represent items using a similar number of features, while DL-WSDEL adopts a number
of features which is very similar to the keyword-based representation. It is also evident
that, even though DL-WSDEL and Babelfy are both based on BabelNet, they use a
very different number of features to represent item descriptions, with Babelfy adopting
a considerably smaller number of features than DL-WSDEL. As expected, ESA is the
only method which increases the number of features with respect to the original number
of keywords, due to the enrichment process which generates new semantic features based
on Wikipedia. This is particularly evident when all the features are taken into account,
as in the representation of abstracts.
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As our content-based recommender system is conceived as a classifier able to dis-
criminate items as interesting or not for each specific user, its effectiveness is evaluated
using F1 measure, the harmonic mean of precision and recall, where precision is the ratio
between the number of correctly classified items and the number of classified items, and
recall is the ratio between the number of correctly classified items and the total number
of classified items. For the sake of brevity, Section 5.3 only reports F1 figures (average
values of like and dislike classification).

5.2. Design of the Experiments
Experiments were carried out using a per user evaluation, organized as follows:

1. ratings of the active user ua (for which recommendations must be provided) are
split into a training set Tr and a test set Ts, using a 70%-30% training-test split;

2. ratings in Tr along with the corresponding item descriptions are used to learn the
user profile of ua using Random Forests. The user profile is learned using several
configuration obtained by varying the item representations strategies, the length
of item descriptions (abstract or whole Wikipedia page), and the pivot language
(Italian or English), which is the language chosen to have a common representa-
tion of item descriptions in Tr and Ts. We performed experiments in which item
descriptions in Tr are in Italian, while those in Ts are in English (ITA-ENG). This
corresponds to learn a content-based user profile from items whose description is
in Italian, and providing recommendations on items whose description is in En-
glish. Similarly, we performed experiments in which item descriptions in Tr are in
English, while item descriptions in Ts are in Italian (ENG-ITA);

3. the predictive accuracy of the user profile of ua is computed on items in Ts;
4. results are averaged for all users.

Profiles are classifiers learned using Random Forests. We adopted the Weka16 imple-
mentation using the default parameters.

The use of different strategies to represent item descriptions allows to evaluate their
ability to really provide effective cross-lingual recommendations. The use of item rep-
resentations coming from abstracts or the whole Wikipedia pages is useful to assess the
influence of the description length on the overall accuracy of the recommendations. The
influence of the pivot language on the accuracy of recommendations is evaluated by tak-
ing into account the representation or the translation of the description of items occurring
in the training set or in the test set.

To summarize, for each dataset, we evaluate the following approaches, for which we
report the different configurations:

• Keyword-based approaches: this is the baseline, which adopts a representation of
item descriptions based only on keywords. The vocabulary mismatch due to the
multilingual setting is dealt through a simple translation process of the item de-
scriptions in Tr or Ts;

16http://weka.sourceforge.net/doc.dev/weka/classifiers/trees/RandomForest.html
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• Concept-based approaches: do not exploit any translation process, rather they use
concepts as a way for providing a language-independent representation, which al-
lows to deal with the vocabulary mismatch problem. We used Tagme and CL-ESA
techniques which represent items using concepts extracted from Wikipedia, and
DL-WSDEL and Babelfy, which leverage BabelNet.

• Translation-based approaches: use concept-based representations as in the previous
approach, with the only difference that the content is previously translated in the
pivot language. This means that item descriptions in Tr and Ts are first translated
in the same language, and then represented using concepts.

The translation process is performed using Bing translator17.
The t-test has been performed to assess statistically significant differences between

F1 values (p < 0.05) of the different configurations. For the sake of brevity, we only
report results obtained with the best pivot language, namely the same language of the
training set. More details in the next Section.

5.3. Discussion of Results
Figures 3 and 4 report the results for DBbook, while Figures 5 and 6 report the results

for MovieLens. We will analyze the results from different perspectives.
As expected, recommendations obtained on MovieLens are more accurate than those

obtained on DBbook. Indeed, the lower sparsity of MovieLens with respect to DBbook,
and the higher average number of ratings per user lead to better content-based user
profiles.

As regards the influence of the length of the item descriptions on the accuracy of
recommendations, it is worth to note that, most of the times the approaches based on
the abstract outperform those based on Wikipedia, regardless the adopted representation,
i.e. keyword-based, concept-based, or translation-based. This is an advantage since it is
not necessary to process very long item descriptions to obtain better results.

As regards DBbook, the best concept-based approach is the one based on Babelfy,
with item descriptions extracted from the abstract, regardless the use of English or
Italian as language for representing the training set, while the best translation-based
approach is still based on the abstract, and corresponds to TR-ESA. The latter is also
the best performing approach for the ITA-ENG experiment. The differences between
TR-ESA and the best concept-based approach (i.e. Babelfy) and the best keyword-
based configuration are statistically significant. For ENG-ITA the best overall approach
is based on keywords and Wikipedia as source for descriptions. However, ENG-ITA
experiment confirms ITA-ENG results, namely that best translation-based approach is
TR-ESA and the best concept-based approach is Babelfy. Also in this case the differences
between the best overall approach (i.e. the keyword-based one) and the best concept-
based (i.e. Babelfy) and translation-based (i.e. TR-ESA) approaches are statistically
significant. The advantage of having Babelfy as the best concept-based approach is that
it is based on BabelNet, a native multilingual knowledge repository, there is no need
of any translation process, and the bootstrap for a new language is very simple. The
bootstrap for a new language with the TR-ESA technique is quite simple as well, since
a unique ESA matrix has to been built.
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Figure 3: F-measure for ITA-ENG on the DBbook dataset

Figure 4: F-measure for ENG-ITA on the DBbook dataset

As regards MovieLens, the best concept-based approach is DL-WSDEL for ITA-ENG,
where the source for descriptions is Wikipedia, while CL-ESA working on the abstract
for ENG-ITA. DL-WSDEL has the advantage of using BabelNet, but the bootstrap of
a new language is not simple, since it needs to build a Distributional Semantic Model
based on Wikipedia in that language. On the other side, CL-ESA requires a different
ESA matrix for each language it deals with, and the alignment of concepts in the different
languages must be provided. The best translation-based approach is TR-ESA based on
the abstract for ITA-ENG, and DL-WSDEL based on Wikipedia for ENG-ITA. As for
DBbook, the best performing approach for MovieLens is TR-ESA based on the abstract
for ITA-ENG. The difference between TR-ESA and the best keyword-based configuration
is statistically significant, while the difference with respect to DL-WSDEL is not statisti-
cally significant. For ENG-ITA a keyword-based representation (based on the abstract)
is the best performing approach and the differences with respect the best concept-based
approach (i.e. CL-ESA) and the best translation-based approach (i.e. DL-WSDEL) are
statistically significant. A possible interpretation of the high performance of keyword-

17http://www.bing.com/translator/
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Figure 5: F-measure for ITA-ENG on the Movielens dataset

Figure 6: F-measure for ENG-ITA on the Movielens dataset

based approaches for the ENG-ITA experiments for both the datasets is the likely high
accuracy of the translation process starting from the Italian language (both experiments
have English as pivot language).

Even though the results of the experiments do not show any clear advantage of using
one of the proposed representations, it is evident that concept-based approaches which
abstract from surface representations are suitable for cross-lingual scenarios. Among the
techniques proposed in Section 4, DL-WSDEL and Babelfy generally outperform Tagme
and CL-ESA, which led us to conclude that knowledge-based strategies leveraging a
native multilingual knowledge source, such as BabelNet, are the most suitable for building
language independent item representations. Babelfy has also the additional advantage
of using a very compact representation in terms of number of concepts. Unexpectedly,
the larger number of (Wikipedia) concepts adopted by CL-ESA-based representations
does not lead to better results, especially when compared to Babelfy, which adopts
representations based on Wikipedia concepts as well. It is worth noting that TR-ESA on
the abstract turned out to be the best approach on three out of four experiments carried
out. This is a very interesting result since this approach is exploitable in those scenarios
on which items are provided with limited textual content, outperforming keyword-based
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approaches at a limited cost.
We also investigated the impact of the pivot language on the recommendation accu-

racy. For the sake of brevity, we do not report detailed results of this experiment, but
we just summarize the main outcomes. The pivot language is the language on which
both the training set and the test set are evenly represented before any further process-
ing. For example, in the experiment ITA-EN, if the pivot language is ITA, the test set
(EN) is translated in Italian, conversely, if the pivot language is EN, the training set
(IT) is translated in English. We adopted as pivot language both English and Italian.
The first outcome is that, for both the datasets, there is a quite strong influence of the
pivot language on the accuracy of recommendations for keyword-based approaches. More
specifically, for ITA-ENG experiments, the best results are obtained using Italian as pivot
language, while for ENG-ITA experiments, the best results are obtained using English
as pivot language. This result could be interpreted in different ways: on one hand there
might be a different performance of the Bing translator on the two different languages,
while on the other hand there might be differences due to the translation of the item de-
scriptions contained in the training or test set. Indeed, we noticed that most of the times
the approaches based on the translation of the test set outperform those based on the
translation of the training set, and this is probably due to the smaller number of trans-
lated item descriptions, hence to a smaller number of translation mistakes. The influence
of the pivot language is very limited for translation-based approaches, even though, as for
keyword-based approaches, most of the times the translation of item descriptions in the
test set returns better results than the translation of item descriptions in the training set.
Of course, the pivot language does not have any influence for concept-based approaches,
since there is not a translation process to match item descriptions in different languages.

Now we can answer to the research questions formulated in Section 1.

• R1: Are knowledge-based strategies able to face the content-based cross-lingual
recommendation problem?
Yes. We showed how to adopt different knowledge-based strategies to build concept-
based representations of items. Results demonstrated the effectiveness of these
strategies in terms of recommendation accuracy and generally they outperform the
keyword-based baseline.

• R2: Are concept-based representations able to provide effective content-based
cross-lingual recommendations compared to translation-based approaches?
Partially. We showed that concept-based approach, which do not integrate any
translation process, generally have slightly worse performance than the translation-
based approaches. However, they represent an effective solution to have a native
language-independent representation.

• R3: Are knowledge-based representations effective to provide content-based cross-
lingual recommendations when limited textual content is available?
Yes. We showed that knowledge-based representations work well and better than
the baseline on short textual content. Hence, the knowledge-based strategies are
useful when limited content is available, as well.
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6. Conclusions and future work

The growing of multilingual content and the increasing number of polyglot users
call for new platforms for intelligent information access able to deal with multilingual
information. Recommender systems may also benefit from multilinguality, to allow the
suggestion of content in languages different from that the user adopted to express his/her
interests. In this paper we proposed a strategy to cope with the problem of providing
cross-lingual content-based recommendations. The main intuition behind our work is
that, a keyword-based representation of content is inherently language-dependent – key-
words are different in each language – while concept-based representations are inherently
language independent – the meaning of a keyword is the same in different languages.

We proposed four concept-based representations built by exploiting two wide-coverage
knowledge sources, namely Wikipedia and BabelNet, and we performed an experimen-
tal evaluation on two state-of-the-art datasets to show the effectiveness of the cross-
lingual recommendation process. We compared pure concept-based representations with
translation-based ones which perform a preliminary translation process before the con-
cept generation.

Preliminary results confirm our hypotheses, namely that:

• knowledge-based strategies are able to face the content-based cross-lingual recom-
mendation problem;

• the concept-based representations can provide quite effective content-based cross-
lingual recommendations;

• knowledge-based representations are effective to provide content-based cross-lingual
representation when limited textual content is available.

Future work regards the evaluation on different languages and different approaches
to come up with concept-based representations. As regards the former aspect, we plan
to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches on other languages besides
English and Italian. Most of the knowledge-based strategies described in Section 4 have
been already adopted to deal with different languages, even though not in an information
filtering scenario. Indeed, Tagme and TR-ESA have been adopted in [36] to develop
a cross-language e-gov service retrieval system whose catalogs are in Dutch, Belgian,
German, Swedish and Norwegian; ESA was adopted in [34] to provide an enhanced
semantic representation of German TV-shows descriptions, with the aim of retrieving the
most related shows for a specific program type; BabelNet was used in the SemEval-2013
task on Multilingual Word Sense Disambiguation [37], for content available in English,
French, German and Spanish.

As for the latter aspect, we are planning to evaluate alternative strategies to pro-
vide concept-based representations, which are not based on the adoption of exogenous
knowledge sources anymore, rather on the use of endogenous knowledge coming from
the analysis of the rules of usage of terms. These approaches are based on the so-called,
distributional hypothesis [23], i.e. the meaning of a word is determined by the rules of its
usage, that is the co-occurrence with other terms. It is assumed that in every language
each term often co-occurs with the same other terms (expressed in different languages, of
course), thus by representing content-based user profiles in terms of the co-occurrences
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of its terms, user preferences could become inherently independent from the language
and this could be sufficient to provide the user with cross-language recommendations.
A preliminary investigation carried out in [33] already shows the effectiveness of the
approach.
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